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INTRODUCTION 
For years investigators have attempted and 
partia lly succeeded in cla.rifying the structure and function 
of the human erythrocyte·. i:)Ome objections were ra.ised 
a.t calling the erythrocyte a living cell since it carrie ~ 
no chromo some c and cannot reproduce itself. Yet this 
red cell, rudimentarily oomposed of a. semi-permeable 
zoombrene enclo !::iing hemoglobin is the center of a. ae r ies 
of dynamic procel::lse s . Potassium is constantly being 
pumped in and sodium out, maintaining large concentration 
gr adients across the membrane to the plB.sma. Phos phate 
ion i a drawn into the cell, accelerated through a seriets 
of organic deri va. tive~ end excreted. Glucose is con-
tinually being utilized by a variety of enzymes of a 
s:~;>ecific nature, and the very existence and function 
of the cell are dependent on the energy derived from thi li:l 
process. The erythrocyte provide s the route for oxygen 
c:Jupply to the tissues and removal of c s rbon dioxide 
involving a whole series of respira tory enzymes. 
The theoretic treatment of the behaviour of a 
simpl.e model of ·the erythrocyte has run far ahea d of 
the more s lowly developing ideas concerning it ~ real 
structure, e.nd there has grown up a body of theory r egarding 
permeability, volume che~ges, and eventual hemolysis. The 
elucidation of the cell structure ha~ received extensive 
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investigation but information regarding its biochemical 
function leavec mach to be learned. The newer concept that 
the membrane is a dynamic part of the cell and that its 
behaviour is controlled · by the nata.bolic a.ctivity of the 
cell i s gaining increased support. 
•.r he role of enzymes in the maintenance of the 
integrity and perfonnance of the physiological functions 
of the red cell is well known. While attention i s sharply 
focused on the metabolic potential of the erythrocyte 
membrane, little information is av~lila.ble regarding tre 
possibility of the existence and function of these 
enzymes in the hemolyzed red cell ghost. This author 
has previous ly done an inves tigative study for the 
:Presence of acid and alka.line :phosph.ata.ses in ghost cells 
but findings were not conclusive in either direction. 
The role of phosphate and the fonna.tion of 
phosphate e::; ters is mediated by enz:yme 1::3 which together 
with a v ariety of phosphate substrates make up a. highly 
organized chemical system through which a constant 
flux of 1m taboli tes is mainta.ined in the living cell. 
Investigation along this line in the hemolyzed red cell 
il::i a worthy aim. 
Historics.l :Background 
Earliest investigation~ into the physiochemical 
a spects of the erythrocyte were ~ompted by theories 
to explain how the cell ma.inta.ined its sha.pe. Rea~ons 
for such intere s t stemmed from the fact that erythro-
cytes s us tain a biconcave discoid form in~tead of a 
simple form which would be expected in case of a fluid 
body suspended in another fluid body. The earliest 
theory propoiJed that the hemoglobin and l:jalts in the 
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cell · interior are in solution ~nd are in cloee a.ssocia.tion 
( 51 ) • Norris suggested the i:ihape of the erythrocyte 
was due to t wo forces; a sprea.ding out tendency of the 
lipid moleculel:S of the cell b alance d aga.inst the surfa ce 
tension forces, which would ordinarily cause a fluid 
object to become spherical when immersed in another 
fluid. Rollet ( 62) opposed this view and regarded tre 
cell as compose d of a. colorless matrix and intro duce d the 
tenn 11 stroma" to designa te the sponge-like network or 
inter na.l structure in which the hemo globin wa.s h eld. 
The express ion strome, coined in 1862, i cl now used 
synonymously for ghost but does not presuppose Rollet's 
theory. Regardin g the shape of the red blood cell, 
Rollet did not a.ttem:pt to expla.in the discoida.l theory 
but Gough ( 30} a.nd Tei tel-.oer nard ( 67 ) partially 
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clarified thii:j question. :rhey proposed that the she:pe 
of the cell might be accounted for by farces of repulsion 
between molecules of the cell inte~ior, molecules of either 
matrix or hemoglobin. :.1!he se far' ces were postula.ted a. ~;; 
being greater in one direction than in another. The :pre-
dominate theory at rresent fevors the biconcave red cell 
as e structure consisting of a semi-:pe rrneable membrane, 
which is a manifestation of the metabolic sta.te of the 
cell, enclo ... ing hemoglobin, sa.lts, and other substances 
in solution ( 15 } • 
Investigators of structures, imbued with this 
c once:pt of sha.:pe versus structure, noticed the changes 
in shape of the cell v'"hen it was subjected to stress and 
stra in b y ve rious lysins (54}. A ser ies of reversible 
chEnges occurred prior to hemolysis e.nd ithe stages of 
l yt ic reac tion are not the ~::~ame for various ly · ins. 
Ponder (54) has suggeBted two cell components in the 
process; one concerned with mechenical ri gidity and the 
other with prevent ion of the outward diffusion of hemo-
globin. In a la.ter study he ha s shown tha t disc-sphere 
changes ere not de.P endent o.ri the red cell ao a unit, since 
shape changes occurred whether or not hemoglobin wa.s 
:present in the cen(.,5.5) .Ibnder (54) . considers these lysins 
to have reEwted with either the lipids or :proteins or both 
in the cell surface, dissolving out fe.tty materials or 
denaturing tre protein. SupDort for Ponder's theory i~::~ 
that hemol ysis c~mnot be accounted for merely by a 
ru:ptur•e in the membrene but mu;:;t be due to ~enges in 
the membrane sa a whole ( 201 ) • Study of the shape re-
verss.L:> of the red cell occurring when they are viewed 
on slidee between elks. line cover ~;Slips has led to the 
ii;)ola ti on of a :protein component or smti-s:pher•ing 
:protein which i s in :part responsible for the disc she.pe. 
l! urchgott ( 22} has shown that under tbese concll.tions 
the dioc eha.pe is controlled by t wo fs.ctor;:;; l) physics.l 
chenge s.nd 2) absorption of' an anti-l:;lphering f'e.ctor on 
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the g lass ::JUrfe.ces. ~1urchgott and Ponder ( 23 ) identified 
this anti -s:pher i ng .Protein a.s a crysta.lb umin, a. carbohydre.te-
poor fre,ct ion of' serum slbumin, which is pre::Jent in both 
tbe cells and the ple.sma .• 
Isolation of Red Cell Ghost 
l'A.ost investigators who ha.d isolated gho a tB or 
10troma. hs.d for their object the l::ltudy of .the :physicel 
nature of the re;:sidue after henoly.-::ds. Few attem:pts ha.ve 
been made to i sola te a ghost with the functional 
cha.racteristicl::3 of s.n intact cell. 
¥hen the mammalian red cell is :put in a hypotonic 
solution it will increace in volume accompanied b y change;:s 
in sha.pe. If the solution i s sufficiently hypotonic, 
it swells until a. critical volume i s reacted. The cell 
then hen10lyzes loa ing salts and hemo globin, the tonicit y 
inside (the membrane) becoming eq ual to that of the 
s urrounding fluid.· Hemoglobin concentre. tiotm~ , ho wever, 
do not come to equilibrium but . residual :h·emoglobin it> 
trapped in~ide. Briefly, if the hypotonic system is 
restored to isotonicity, reversal of hemolyf:liS occurl:3 
and the nintegrity of the membrane i8 returned. (54 ) " 
Among the older method~ fo r the iso le ti on of 
the insoluble part of t~ red cell such substance6 a.s 
toluene , ( _J3 ) ether. ( 10 } H20, and various lysins ha.ve 
been used s s the re molyti c agents. A com:parison of the 
various nethods for stroma preparation has been re:9orted 
by Bernstein ( 6 } incl. uding procedures by freezing and 
tha.wing, and removal of t r.e ~troma by a su:per centrifuge 
at 40,000 R.P. M. In addition, the effect of s~tl ting out 
with (NH4} 2~04, the a. d jus tment of pH with .1 N HCl and 
with soQium citrete buffer solution have been studied 
with rege"rd to ~ield, purity, and composition. None of 
the methods produced desir able reoults and considerable 
irregularity in hemoglobin oontamination and chemical 
composition wa.s manifest even in preparations by 
ident ica.l rre thode :from the same blood sample. The use 
of toluol or ether are regarded more a.s a. pr epa.ra.ti on 
of stromatin than ghosts ( 3.3 ) • 
Rels.tively hemoglobin-free gho~ts have been 
prep~:~ red by using large volume s of H20 to hemolyze the 
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cells. Using the e,gglutinating power of 002 and added 
NaCl, the ghosts clump and 8ettle sponte,neou1:5ly (52 ) • 
After we,shing several times, the ghosts separated were 
almos t free of hemoglobin and consist of virtually 
nothing except the cell u1 tre. structures. VVhen the 
red cell hemolyzes in a hypotonic solution there is 
alwa.ys a residual hemoglobin content in the ghost since 
100i;b liberation of hanoglobin is never obtained ~4,56). 
Ponde r hemolyzed cells with measured volumes of dis-
tilled water and "reversed hemolysis" by adding NaCl 
in sufficient concentra.tion to restore isotonicity. 
His re~ul ts have shown that the residual hemoglobin of 
the ghost after hemolysis is a function of the volume 
of H20 used; i.e., the greater the volume of H2o, the 
smaller t re residua.l hemoglobin. 
The genere.l concept of hemoly~:s is :postula.tes 
that with swelling of the ceil, the membrane ruptures 
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to fonn a. hole or holes large enough to pa.ss a hanogl.obin 
molecule (_54). Hemoglobin and salts escape and osmotic 
equilibrium between the ghost and environment is attained. 
The uniform lOBf:l o:f hemoglobin :from all pointl::l o:f the 
cell surface requires that the che.nnels thr ough which 
hemoglobin diffuses to exter•nal environment be ra.ther 
uniformly spread over the m. ole surfe.ce o:f the cell (52 ) • 
Added NaCl rail::le~ the osmotic pressure, the solution 
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assuming an opacity, and the water moves out. The ghosts 
shrink and in doing so close up the holes in the membrane. 
As the ghost volume becomes smaller the hemoglobin 
concentra tion rises and the ghos t contains its residual 
hemoglobin (54). The alternate idea is that some hemo-
globin is the framework or is attached to the fixed frame-
work or stromatin of the ghost. 
In recent years various saponins were used to 
h emolyze ce lls, the velocity of hemolysis varying with 
different sap onins. With a given saponin, the velocity 
varied with the kind of red cell, being least for man 
and more f or sheep (69}. 
Chemical Analysis of Red Cell Ghost 
The insoluble post-hemolytic residue has been 
estimated by direct weighing (21) and by calculation 
of the phos pholipid content of red cells and of ghosts 
(70). For the human, ghost or stroma r epresented 3.4% of 
the total material of the. red cell (dry weight). Ghosts 
are always contaminated with hemog lob i n in varying 
quantity and absolute values for the f i xed framework 
will tend to be high. Hemoglobin contami"na tion has been 
calculated on the basis of the amount of organic iron present 
in the residue and has been found to vary from ·l0-30% by 
dry weight (10). The concentration of hemoglobin retained 
in a permeable baglike structure would be expected to be 
the ila.me as the surrounding medimn but the concentrs.tion 
~ound in the hemolyzed ghost is 1.2 to 3.8 times greater 
than the. t pr e~::~e nt externally depending on amount of H2o 
used to bring about hanolysis ( 56). 
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The major compone·nt of the red cell stroma is 
protein. Although the protein breakdown into constituents 
is complex, there ~eem to be a~ lee"st four proteins in 
the cell and in the ghost, among hich ere hemoglobin, 
reticulin or ~::~tromin, and ~-protein. The quantity of 
protein component is frcm 1.3 to 2. 3 times th~.t of the 
lipid and is appro:xima.tely 4% of the total protein content 
of the normal erythrocyte ( 37). Jorpes prepared :protein 
from the post-hanolytic residue end suggested the name 
stromatin after amino acid analysis ( 37). 
The amino acid composition of the stromatin was 
the same irrespective of the source and yet differed from 
hemoglobin. Stromatin and hemoglobin are not the only 
proteins to he found as two other protein ~omponents, 
de~:Jigna.ted as proteins "a" and ' "b" have been sepa.rs . ted 
by electro phoreais, probably oorrespondi.ng to reticulin, 
elinin or atroma.tin, and the S-prot ein re spectively ( 65). 
Stromatin wt:t::3 thought to be a colla.gen but analysis for 
leucine and glycine indicate that i .t is not. It is 
essentially different from other proteins and h~ts been 
fractionated to yield elinin ( 9 ) • 
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Bernstein reported thB,t 11-12% of the t otel stroma 
material is lipid ( 6 ) • Deta iled lipid s tudies have been 
done on cholesterol, neu. tre .. l fat, a nd :phospholipid of the 
post-hemol:,y-tic re eidu.e . Total lipid in the red cell. wa~::t 
fractiont:tted with 60% found as :phospholiilid ( 17) and 
all of the lipid of the red cell was found in the ghost 
( 53 ) • Thus the en tire portion of the lipid is located 
in that :pa.rt of the red cell res:ponsi ble for its :r;e r-
meabili t y. The area of the red cell occupied by lipid 
varies from cell t 0 c e 11 with 60% of the lipid bou.nd to 
protein ( 53 ) • The IJ['esent theory is that su.rft:>.ce la~ rs 
of the mell1Il18.lian ~ed cell are cons idered as a complex 
u.ltra structure of ra.dially orientated lipid end 
t angentia lly orientated :protein: the lipid and the 
:protein proba.bly being associated rather than spree.d 
out in ~eparat e la.yere ( 54) • 
Recent invel;itigat ion• with re.dioactive P32 
have shown 1./6 of the lipid wa.s detached W1 th hemolysis 
effected with sodium acetyl sulfate ( 43 ) • Ruthberg 
found that the :phospholipid content of stroma was the 
s ame for osmotic and chemical hemolysis, with about 1/3 
of cholesterol l.ibera.ted by osmotic hanolysis ( 63 ) • 
. Lipid fre .. ctionation from the ghost reveals its 
breakdown to be cephalin 33%, lecithin 21%, chole s terol 
e s ters 5/o, neutral fat 3%, a.nd cerebrosides 9% ( 7 ) • 
An intere s ting development h8 s been initiated by 
Yome,kawa ( 7]_) who has isolated a ganglioside-like 
glycolipid :from huma.n and other s troma..ta. 
~troma Metabolism 
The dynamics o:f the Imtabolic behaviour ha.s 
received little attention. Muir ( 50) :found thE.t in 
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the circul e. ting red blood cell, stroma. tin, end hemoglobin 
are metabolically inert throughout the li:fe span o:f the 
cell, whereas red cell Cholesterol undergoes metabolic 
turnover . Cl.Ftrkson and Ma izella:; ( 11) have shown stroma 
containing enzymes which convert a.deno::>ine triphosphate 
to adenylic acid. Indi ca.tions for stroma metabolism 
have been presented by Altman.( 2 · ) who has 1:1hown the 
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ability o:f .stroma to incorporate ~ C acetate into 
the lipid fraction. 
Phosphorus Fractionation 
~ince the classic analysis o:f Abderhe~den ( 1 ) • 
quantitative determinB.tion of pho~phorus in human blood, 
both norma.l and di eeased, hB.s :fo·r its scope a vo .luminous 
backlog o:f liter~ture. 
Prior to 1914 most of the work on phosphorus 
compounds :pre s ent in blood was inva lid bece.use tre 
lab111ty to .brea.kdown of the v s.r ious phosphorus fre.ctions 
we.s not su:ffi ciently rea.J.iz:ed. It wa.s then lea..rm d that 
blood allowed to st~~d before precipitation of proteins 
or a t room temperatur e would undergo rapid changes in 
the inorganic fraction ( 46 ) • Blood filtra.tes, after 
protein precipitation, whieh are allowed to s t and 
suffer slow hydrolysis of their organic phosphoru~ 
compounds. The phras e , acid s oluble :phosphorus com-
pounds, is cited by Bloor ( 8 ) , Yho distinguis hed two 
classes of the phos phorus compounds of bloc d, a.cid 
soluble and alcohol-ether ;;;oluble. Acid soluble com-
pounds contained inorganic and organic ester phos phorus, 
and the s~cohol-ether s oluble fraction, the type c s.lled 
lip id phosphorus. 
In 1921, Zucker and Gutma..n ( 72 ) submitted 
blood filtrates to hydrolysis with acids and found that 
whereas some of the organiea.lly bound pho s phoric acid 
was readily s plit off the remainder was not li berated 
even a fte r prolonged boiling with acids. Kay and 
Robison (39) found that ell the .phosphor us in the 
trichloroacetic acid filtrates of blood was liberated 
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if the hydrolysis was continued long enough. Since 
adenylic acid was known to be pres ent in blood, it became 
of interest to determine whether it and the easily 
hydrolyzable ester were tied up as ATP. Isolation of 
the silver ~;;alt of ATP from bloc d in small yield pro-
duced s ome evi dance ( 4 ) but · it wat:s Fiske's ( 18) 
isolation of ATP from rabbit blood in quantitative 
yield that confirmed the re~ul t. 
Among phosphorus determinations prior to 1927, 
the most complete end in general agreement is that of 
Kay and Byrom (38). Their data for total acid-soluble 
phosphorus, inorganic, ester, non-hydrolyzable, and 
lipid are given fat" thirty-one norml individua.ls in 
fasting and non-fasting states. The · inorganic phoa- . 
phorus of whole blood ~ r 100cc. is some 3-5 mgms., 
uni ve ~C'sally agreed upon. No differe nee was noticed 
between males and females of any sp eciei:). 
La.waczek ( 42 ) found increased aci eli ty leads to 
a ra~id liberation of inorg~nic phosphorus, while in-
creased alkalinity led to a transitory decrease . followed 
by a slower liberation of inorge.nic phosphorus. This 
process is reversible and acoelerated by an increase 
in temperature ( 42). lf.lEirtltmd l45 ) reported the 
· critical range for these cha.nges to lie between 7. 3 and 
7.35; liberation of inorganic phosphorus occurring at 
reactions below pH 7.3 and esterification occurring 
only ~tbove pH 7.35. In a much later wo r k Ra.po:Port 
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and Guest ( 60 ) showed the role of a.ci di ty in the synthesis 
or hydrolysis af various orge.nic compounds, emphasizing 
the importance of diphoephoglycerate in the · glycolytic 
scheme. 
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.Kerr e nd Daoud ( 41) pres ent phosphorus data 
for inorganic, organic a.cid-soluble, purine nucleo-
tide and the fraction hydrolyzed in seven minutes on 
twenty-four species of vertebrates. In 76% of the blood 
specimens the quantity of nucleotide was sufficient to 
account for all the hydrolyzable phosphorus as adenosine 
triphosphate. 
Later, Kerr C4o ) detected a relation existing 
in erythrocytes between potassium concentration and 
organic acid .soluble phosphorus. A low concentration of 
potassium is associated with low organic phosphorus con-
tent while high level organic acid phosphorus is associated 
with hig h levels of potassium in all species with exception 
of the dog. 
Infonnation on the distribution of inorganic phos-
phorus, organic acid soluble phos:phorus, adenosine tri-
phosphate. diphosphoglycerate and phyti c acid phosphorus 
in the bloodt> of forty-six vertebrates is given by Rapoport 
and Gue s t ( 60 ) • In most ma.mm~tlian bloods the concentra-
tion of the organic acid-s oluble phosphorus was between 
50 and 100 mgm per 100 co., with varia tions in other 
s:p9cies. 
Hydrolysis of ATP fraction does not occur with 
hemolysiB since .ATP was found in the hemolyzed red cells 
of man, the ca. t, horse, pig, and ra.bb it ( 25 ) • Adenosine 
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triphosphata s e, h oy;ever, wes re-leased from erythro-
cyte8 which '<fel"e hemolyzed by e l terna te freezing and 
tha wing ( 66). 
?er mea·bility a nd 'transfer 
·vhile the fractionation of J?hos phorus ro mpounds 
of whole blood h as yielded inforiiJPtion, th e consideretion 
that the erythrocyte is a :P ermeable membrane must be re-
ge rded and tha t phosphorus ~s e.n an ion is subject to 
kinetic t r a ns:port as other ions. On the n:e c.hanisms of 
biologic transport of electrolytes and non-electrolytes, 
lerge litera ture exists end is growing since the intro-
duction of radioactive tra cers. 
Ghosts h a ve certe.in IF o:pertieo which have tre 
fu..7J.ctiona l ce:pa.city of the intact red cell. The n:em-
brane while ductile is non-elastic and eY..hi bits a hi gh 
de gree of se lecti vi ty to the movemm t of anions , 
(phosphorus), cations, snd organic oompounds ~wrosl::l it 
( Jl5}. The monovelen t ion;;;; such as OH-, Hco3-, Cl-, 
uCN-, and N03- exchang e rapidly. 1J:lhe :p olyvalent an ions, 
t)Q 4 : and HPO 4 = exche.nge slowly. 'l'he ca tion I(+ moves freely 
. ~ 
a cro ·s the membrane while Na enters tre cell under cer-
tain conditions. 
Ponder reported in 1936 tha t the oomotic and 
electric behavior of o-hosts . obtEined by _yr e ducing the so-
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called "reversal of hemolysis" in suspensions of red cells 
hemoly zed withw.ater lead to the conclusion that membranes 
s urrounding the ghosts · have a high degree of semi-permeability 
(58). Although the effective cell membrane is of minute 
t h ickness the diffusion into cells is relatively slow. The 
penetration of inorganic anions into human erythrocytes was 
s hown to follow the lyotropic series, while erythrocytes 
s us pended in salt solut ions appeared relatively impermeable 
to cat ions(44 }. After hypotonic hemolysis of the red cell, 
h owever , the resulting ghosts were fully permeable to cations 
(13 ). The formation of smBlll holes in t he membrane rather 
than complete rupture was postulated as explanatt on for free 
cat i on p ermeability. Davson and Daniell i (l2 ) prop osed 
t he possibi l ity that h i gh concentration of potassium ion 
mainta ined by the eryth rocy tes a gainst their p lasma is not 
due t o active metabolic processes. Hemolysis produced by 
various means was not p receded by a state of cation per-
meability. Anion penetration is a rapid entering or leaving 
the cell and is probable that it is always an anion 
exchang e~ Dean ( 14 ) found that the ery throcyte 
wall is about 50,000 times as permeable t o anions as 
cations. 
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In 1936 Halpern ( 32) .found that inorganic phos-
phor us transfer across the red cell membrane was acceler-
ated at 370 but at 30 did not occur. This seemed to be 
related to the metabolism o.f g lucose rather than temper-
ature per se. ~ith t he use o.f radioactive isotopes added 
to the blood Eisenman (16 ) and his colleagues confirmed 
the previous results o.f Halpern. Phosphate enters 
actively at 3 8° C. but not at all at 7° C. He suggested 
that penetration into the cell is an enzymatic process 
rather than simple di.f.fusion. A rapid interchange was 
noticed between cells and plasma, the rate being the same 
in vitro and in vivo (35 ). 26% o.f the p3 2 added a..fter 
one hour w~s incorporated into the compounds o.f the cell 
and 80% - 100% o.f the cell p3 2 was .found in the 100 min. 
hydrolyzable .fraction. It appears that the uptake o.f 
phospha te by erythrocytes is .one such chemical process 
rather than a physical one. Gourley and Gemill (29) have 
reported the process increases markedly over a "'elatively 
small temperature range. A physical process would not be 
effected by enzymatic inhibitors such a s iodoacetic acid 
and sodium .fluoride which inhibit p32 uptake by erythro-
cytes ( 26 ) • 
Mueller and Hastings(48,49).followed the influence 
of glucose on the rate of phos phorus transfer and noted 
that phosphate crosses the membrane by slow di.f.fusion. 
nder their con ditions net phos·phD. te movement was from 
the cells to the pl t:: l;)ma. 
Recently Gourley C 27) s tudied the turnover of 
P32 in several acid soluble compounds under conditions 
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th8 t the net p hoi3pha.t e movement of inorganic p ho ·ph or us 
wa~ fro m plasma to the c e llb. He postulates that phos -
phate enters the cell by the form tion of adenosine 
tripho8phate on the cell membrane. This theory wa.s fur-
ther supported in a l a ter work ( 28 ) • ..;a.ckd '64 } .had :.earlier 
proposed that the transfer of :ghol;):phat e in muscle, h ea.rt , 
pnd liver from the extra-cellular pht:tse to the cell interior 
is by the formation on the cell mEmbrane of gn or ganic 
phosphs te compound. His idea i.;:; that the orge.nic phos-
pho rUf:i c omplex i s so or i en. ted speti a lly th~. t it is CI?-:P ble 
of - ere tre t i!l..g the . rnembrt:Jne. Jona::; { 36 } , lik ewise i ::-o -
posed phospha t~ v.pt E:.ke to proceed a s an a.dsorption on the 
32 
nembrane e ncl absor:vt ion by the cell int erior. P s.d-
sorp tion oo ld occur on the li_poicl B.nt i-sphering fi l m of 
the cell me 11brane. Jona~:~ BUgge ste c1 the form . tion of 
a denosine P 9lypyro:pho ~::Jpha.te as a phos:phet e ca.rr ier on the 
lecithin c 6mplex whence ino:rge ni c a.nd o :rganic phosphat el;) 
~'Le transferred into the cell . 
Teorell ( 68) in · ~m extensive study on erythro-
cyte ghost s subst ~nt i t?. ted e arl y membrane the ory, finding 
the g hosts were sem1-perme2.ble in the sense thP t wa.ter 
a. l weys pam:: ed ra_pidl y in either direction. Appreciable 
concentra tion differences of K"' and Na .a. ions cov.lcl be 
ma inta ined 8 Cros~ the i n tact ghost cell membrane . for 
long re rio fu:s. · fhether these phenomen<I are due to low 
ce.t ion pei·.meabili ty or to active trans :port _pr oc essejj 
could not be decided. 
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Intro duction 
An at tempt ws.s -m de to select e. ghost prepars.tion 
in a reproducible manner which 1..vould Jl['eserve the optimum 
mor]?hologica l and function!".l integrity of the intact cell 
membrane. A procedure vvas tried fu gua ntitPte the p ho ;:; -
phorus p~rtition of the _:particular :r>reparR tion. An ex-
perimmt was d.eviBed to evaluate a relationshi:p between 
an a:;;pect of the dyn mic propertie~ of the red cell and 
ghost . 'he regeneration of phosphorylate d intermediates 
in iVhole b lood by the effect of adenosine has been veri-
fied ( 24) • The pos~i bili ty the.t ghost cells \vi th adeno-
s ine could. ecterify phosphorus was explored. 
Exper imental Procedure 
Ee.ch experiment wes done on blood taken from a 
different he~.lthy human by venipuncture* . Blooct wes 
dr!?wn into 500 ml. sterile plastic bags with • 75 cc. of 
heparin"'* or '75 cc. of ~-c id ci tra.te d.ext roce (A. C. D.}*** 
e.s the physiological anticoagulant. 
* Courtesy of ~·rr. Searle Reis; R rve.rd Me dical ~chool 
Heparin - Liguaemin, Hoffmant LaRoche (1000 units/cc.) 
*** Acid Cit rate Dextrose (A. C .D.) 
Trisocaurn citre.te (2 H2o) ••••••••••••• 22 gms ... /1. 
Citric acid (1H2o} ..................... 8 gms./1 • . Dextrose ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 21.4 gms./1. 
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'.J.'he begs were evacuated and all openings we r e sealed to 
keep bacteri~l cont ami.na tion minime l. Pr ior to use the 
0 . 
blood was ~ tored at 5 c. Under ' these conditions no 
prehemolysis we s not iced. 
Ghosts were prepared by t wo methods; i.e., 1) 
freeze-thaw method a nd 2) osmotic hemoly::;is. After un-
succesl:)f u l e ttem:pts to obta in a sa.tisfectory :p rep ara.-
tion by freezing-thawing , the method we.s a.b .ndonea.. trhe 
ghost y:ield from this pre:para.tion v1a.s low in compa1•ison 
to tha t by osmotic hemolysis and microscopically the 
i ndividua.l cells were a conglomeration of distorted 
shapes r ather than the biconcave disc shape. 
All results a re g iven for expe !:iments on ghosts 
prepared by the method of osmot ic remolysis. The ·:pro-
cedur e follo wed wa.s a modification of reported methods 
( 52,5LH 68). Tw o p r ocedures substantia.lly the same s.re 
listed. :for v Brying emounts of blood. 
Gemi-J 1.i cro Ghost Pre :par a t ion 
Approxima tely 5-6 mls. of pre-chilled whole blood 
were :placed in calibra ted 15 ml. centri f uge tubes. f he 
blood was centrifuged for ro -45 minutes at 1290 "G". 
The pls.sma was removed and saved. With a. cotton swab 
the white bu:ffy coat layering the packed erythrocytes 
wa s removed and di sca-r de d. The volume of :pa ek ed red 
cells was nea,rly one h a lf tre orig inAl volume of blood 
uBed, or 2 ~ to 3 mls. A volume of saline equal to 
t wo times the v olUirte of :Ple.sma removed was added to 
the cells, mixed by inversion, end centrifuged again 
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at 12 90 x·· J. ' ' • until the cells were :ps eked to s:p:pr oxima tely 
the . same volume. After one seline wash, hemolysis of 
the celL:::i was effected by the ad.di tion of six volumes 
of ice cold phosphAte-free distilled water, adjusted 
to pH 6 with ace t ic acid. Six volumes of' wster was 
selected for hanoly::ds as a mean from the re:ported 
method8 (.54,68). The amount of residual hano globin 
after hemolyl:::liS cen be reduced by u.oing large volume~ 
of water to hemolyze the cells ( 54 ) but for thi6 
research b ix volumes was more :practical. 
The hemolyzate ws..s a.llowed to sta.nd 15 to 20 
minu tes in the cold m d. "reveri:::>al of hemolysis" 
attained by the addition of a. hypertonic solution 
of NaCl solution to bring the electrolyte concentra.-
tion to isotonicity (1 ml. of 1~.75~b :phosphate-free 
NaCl was s.dded to 14 mls. of hemoiyza.te). The syl::ltem 
wa.s made homogeneous · py inversion of the tubes and the 
I 
clesr wine red color wss noticed to ch£nge to e more 
o:pa.que ors.nge red as floccule.tion occ-q.rred. To faci-
li ts.te sedimen tetion of the ghosts the BllSpensions 
I 
·were chilled, and once again centrifuged at 1395 x:;;. ·' . 
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da.tisfactory sedimEn tetion of the ghosts occurred after 
30-45 minutes of centl"ifuging end the hemoglobin con-
centrated supernate was ranoved with a. syringe. Washing 
of the ghosts cells with ice cold phosphate-free saline 
solution removed excess contaminating hemoglobin. Two 
washes t~ufficed to remove most of the h~oglobin in-
dicated by the clearing red color of the wa.sh fluid. 
Addi ti one.l we .. shings were employed in some experiments 
for phosphorus liberation studies. 
Macro Method 
For e q_uilibration experiments it was desirEtble 
to have e. larger yield of ghosts then the,t obtained 
fran 6 mls. of blood. 
50 mls. of chilled fresh whole blood were delivered 
from a i;;terile beg into each of four 200 cc. centrifuge 
tubes. The blood was centrifuged for 60 minutes at 
1930 x G11 • in e. cold ro oin . me.int ained. a.t 0-4 ° C. To me in-
tain low temperatures for a.ll solutions a.nd cells 
suspensions, all :subse g_ uent treatment and hendling of 
the prepareti on was done in the cold· room. PiE>sme And 
white cells were removed as mentioned previOU!:,;ly and 
the volume of pecked ·red cells val~ied fran 20-25 mls. 
It we.s found that five isotonic saline washings were 
necesse.ry to remove all the plasma bound to the cell ( 61. ). 
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.ri1or our _purpose five washings were highly imprs.ctics.l 
end the cells were not washed prior to henolysis. Six 
volumes of water {150 mls. of phosphate-free distilled 
water, gassed with 95% co2}w·e·re used to hemolyze the cells. 
Low :pH ob:D~ined by gase i.ng solutions with CO 2 f~. ci li ta te ~::J 
the floccul~ti on of ghosts (54 ) • After 15-30 minute 
interval ureverss.l of hemolysis" was achieved by adding 
a. concentrs.ted electrolyte solution to restore .isotonic 
e quilibrium. 19 mls. of NaCl (90.6 gma./liter) or 19 mls. 
of KCl (150 gms./litel .. ) both. gs,ssed with carbon Clioxide 
were edded. Inversion of the tubes resulted in unif orm 
cone e nt ration m d sedimentation of ghosts. Reversal of 
hemolysis with hy:pertonic KCl afforded s means of medn-
ta.ining the intracelluler level of potas sium in the 
' ghost as nearly as high as that of the intact red cell. 
The ghoot suspension was centrifuged in the cold at 
1390 nGn. for 75 minutes. Although a higher gra.vity 
would ha.ve been :preferred, tile Im.ximum revolutions 
a.ttaina.ble fran the centrifuge with fottr heavy trunnions 
carrying mocc. of solution wa s 2600 R.P.M. The super-
nate was r enoved by a c-yringe s.nd a siphoning tube and 
discarded. To remove excess hemoglobin the ghosts were 
recons tituted with isotonic sa.line, which h a d been ga.s s ed 
with co2 • to a volume o f 175 mls. Inversion a.nd c en-
trifuging wa.s repea.te d a.nd the wash fluid decanted and 
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discarded. :By repea,ting the .Procedure the ghosts were 
given a second isotonic saline wash. After two wa.she~ 
the clear red color of the. ghost-free supemate in-
dics.ted ths.t most of the liberated hemoglobin had been 
washed out. The yield of ghosts obta..ined was ap-
proximately 60-80% of the original packed cell volume 
and when resru:,pended in plaoma. were countable in a ·hems-
cytometer in the range 3-5 million per cubic millimeter. 
Equilibrs.tion Tecnnique 
The influence of ve,rious en vi ronmenta.l con-
ditionl:i such as adenosine, NeCl, KCl, a.denine, glucose, 
and ribose were follow~d on a !:I,Vnthetic "ghost blood" 
prepare.tion, viz., ghosts cell;;, added to original plasma.. 
A technique found suitable consibted of incuba.ting the 
0 
. ghost suspension a..t 37 far five hours. 
The synthetic ghost blood was delivered into 
silicone d v el:lsels and t~to ppered. In order that good 
control could be minta.ined over temperature, the 
shaking rate, and. the time of addition of cofe.ctors, 
tre experiment l;j were perfonned with the aid of a Werburg 
type appa.rs.tus. The ~toppered flasks were attached to 
the ep:pera tus end t enu;:e ra inre bath regulated at 37°c. 
The system Wal::i shaken gently a..t 40-50 oscillationl:l 
per minut e • 
Prior to canbining ghosts end plasma, heparin 
snd t he cofactor:;; studied in each experiment were added 
0 
to the plas ma at 37 • The relative eoncentra.tion and 
amounts added for 40-fQ mls. of ghost blood are as follows: 
1) Added :p hosphete: . 88 ml. of .u M NaH2Po4 • Na.2RP04 
buffer , (:pH 7 • 0) 
2) Adenosine: 105 mgms. Experiments done with 150 mgms. 
and 250 mgms . of a denosine have shown that 150 mgms. of 
adenosine :per 50 mls. of whole blood gave the maximum 
effect ( 61 ) • Thi s was due to limited solubility of 
a deno s ine in :plasma. 
3) Gluoo s e: .1 ml. of 50;.:, dextrose solution. The im-
portance of adequa. te eoneentre.tion of glucose in main-
taining the :p ho :phate mets,bolism of the human red blood 
cell h s s been emphasized by Gue l::l t ( 31 ) • 
4) Adenine: 71 mgm~ . 
5) Ribose: 78.97 mgmB. 
. 32 6 . 
6) Radioactive J? A::n>ro:x:Lmtely 10 counts/min./ml. 
32 
of r a,di oa.ctive P in :phos:pha.te buffer (:pH-7 .0) 
PhotSphorus DeterminB. tion 
Intermittent samples · were ta ken at des ignated 
time intervs.ls and analyzed quantitatively for pho sphoru.s 
by the ne thod of l!'iske snd Sub barrow( 19 ) according to 
the procedure given by Hawk, Ober and Summerson ( 34 ) • 
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Whole bloc d and gb. Ol:lt blood protein-free fil trs.tet:1 
were o bta.ine d by e 1:10 dilution with 10~& trichloroacetic 
acid. The :pJ.El.sma was seJ_Bre.ted from whole blood by the 
routine method of l::ied.imEn tat ion of red cells by centrifuging. 
This procedure was not adaptable to obtain ghost blood 
plasma since the "light fluf fy ghosts" even with high 
speed centrifuging could not be sepe,ra.ted from the "more 
dense" plasm. 2 mls. o :f ghost blood were diluted with 
2 mls. of isotonic saline and mixed. This ghost sus-
pension after centrifuging allowed a diluted plasma 
sample to be t a.ken :for analys is. A pro tein-:free pls.sma 
filtrate was obtained in the same ma.nner a,s the ghost 
blood. 
Inorganic phosphorus was determined Clirectly 
on aliquot 1:3 of the trichloroacetic acid (T. C .A.) 
filtrate. Total orge.nic acid soluble pho ~::>J>horua was 
determined by digestion of an s.liquot of the tri-
chloroacetic acid fil tra.te w.l. th sulfuric a.ci d. The 
method us ed was that of Fiske and .;)Ub barrow ( 19 ) , 
and was :folloVIed exactly a.s given by Hawk, Oser, . and 
~ummerson ( 34 ) • Total phol::iphorus Wal::i determined on 
aliquots of a 1:10 dilution of ghost blood or ple. sma 
with isotonic sSline. The procedure for digeStion 
and subsequent color development were likewil:le exactly 
as stated by Hawk, Oser, and Summerson (J4 ). 
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'l'he intene:ity of the color developed was 
measured by the Cctlem~ n spectrophotometer. :J.lhe o b-
served o ptical dens ity readings were converted to mgms. 
of phosphorul::i from a prepared standard curve.* 
Acid solu'ble e~ter pho~phorus was calculated as 
the d iff ere nee between to tal a oid soluble pho~phorus 
and the inorganic phosphorus fraction. An estimation of 
the 1 ipid phosphorus fraction was calculated as the 
difference b etweeJJ. the t ota.l phosphorus and 'the to tal 
acid · soluble I> hos]horus. 
Analysis for Radioactivity 
1 ml. s run]les of the tr:t chloroacetio acid 
filtrate were ~a.sured into planchets for counting in 
tre Model 100 Scaler. Sam]le~ were counted wet and 
the assumption ma.d.e that self absorption and back 
sca.ttering we1•e negligible. 
* Standard curve :prepared from standard phol::3phate 
solution ( 34). 
RESULTS 
The presentation of' experimental results ma y be 
artificially classified into three sections a s follows : 
a ) The phos9horus partition of the ghosts as a n index of 
the characteristlcs of the preparation is g iven. 
b) To verify the :i.nfluence of adenosine on the reg en-
eration of phosphorylated :Lnter-.mediates of the r ed 
blood cell and to explore the optimum conditions for 
a maximum effect , several experiments a re presen ted 
with whole blood. 
c) The potentiality of ghost cells to esterify phos-
ph orus by the infl uence of adenosine ami various 
co- fa ctors has been investigated. 
1. 
Fractionation of Phosphorus Content in ~he Ghost Cell 
Ghosts were prepared by the semi-micro method 
on a one day old ACD whole blood. The phosphorus 
fractionation of erythrocytes and ghosts are presented 
in Table I. The data is expressed as the average 
2. 
of dupl icate determinations and the phosphorus fractions 
of the red blood cell represent a two day old ACD 
stored blood. 
From 2 mls. of packed red cells an average of 
five preparations yielded 1.6 mls. of packed ghosts 
under the same conditions of centrifuging ( 1395 x G .. , ) • 
The hematocrit of whole blood was 42.0. 
As noted :Ln Table I the total phosphorus of the 
ghost-free hemolyzate indicates that mo s t o f the internal 
cellular phosphoruE~ is liberated by hemolysis. The 
stun of the inorg an:I.c phosphorus level of ghosts and 
hemolyza te exceeds that of the intact cell, while the 
ghost ester phosphorus is only a small pe rcentage 
of that of the erythrocyte. 'rhis ill us tra tes the 
p robable breakdown o f organic phospha te esters with 
hemolysis of the intact cell. It appears that the lipid 
.fraction is the most sta ble o.f all phosphorus comp onents 
to hemol y sis. A slight discrepancy exists between the 
total phosphorus swn o f ghosts and hemolyzate as compared 
Table I 
Phosphorus Fractionation of Ghosts and Ervthrocytes 
------------T-----------------------------r---------------------.-------------------; 
1 
1 Red Blood Cells 1 Ghosts 
,Phosphorus 1 ----------------------------- 1-------------- 1 --------------r----------~ 
1 Fraction 1 Cells 1 Wash 1 Hemolyza te 1 Ghos ts-i~ r Wash~HHt- 1 
1 lmgm./ml.Packed 1msm ./ml.Packed 1mgm./ml.Packed 1mgm./ml.Packedrmgm ./ml. 
1 Red Cells 1 Red Cells 1 Red Cells 1 Red Cells · •Packed Red' 
1 
r 
1 
1 1 r Cells 1 r -----------~--------------~--------------~--------------7--------------T----------~ 
1 ' I 
'Total P. 1 .485 : 1 .326 · 1 .065 1 1 1 -----------~--------------- --------------T--------------T--------------~-----------
I I 4 I 5 I Inorg . P. 1 .096 1 .015 1 .10 1 .0123 1 .011 1 '------ - ----~--------------,--------------T--------------~--------------,------~-~- , 
1 ~H~ I t 
,Ester P . ' " .291 1 • .211 ' .012 1 1 
----------- -1--------------r-- ~ ~ ----------~--------------T--·-----------T----------, 
f I I I . I 4 Lipid p. .098 I I .012 I .o 01 
! . ) I I I 
I {by diff I I 1 1 , 1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ' 
?!- .8 r.al. of ghosts were obtained from 1 ml. packed red cells. 
~H!- Ester Phosphorus -s ·Total acid soluble phosphorus .. - inorg anic phosphorus. 
~HH:- 5 mls. isotonic saline were used to wash cells. 
'vJ 
• 
tQ the intact cell. Th is is explained b y missing data 
for the phosphorus fractions of the s~ line wash fluid. 
The influence of ACD as the anticoagulant 
4 
was noticed on the inorganic, ester, and total phos phorus 
levels of the intact cell. The storag e of blood in ACD 
results in a time course chang e o f the phosphorus 
dis tribution of whole blood (59). Inorg anic phosphorus 
values are increa sed while the org anic ester ph6sphorus 
fraction is d ecreased. The dilution of whole blood with 
ACD (75 mls. ACD/500 mls. whole blood) explains the 
low total hosphorus level of the erythrocy te. 
The Influence of .1Nas h inr-; on Inor9anic Phosphorus Content 
of Ghosts 
Ghosts were p repared on a one day old ACD whole 
blood by the semi-micro method. The liberation of 
inorgani c phos phorus from ahosts by successive iso t onic 
saline washes was determined, the results of which are 
presented in Table II. 
Two preparations of ghosts were g iven one wash 
and four washes respectively. The inorganic ph osphorus 
freed from the ahosts after one wash is compara ble in 
both preparations. After two washes, it appears that the 
ghost inorg anic phosphorus is constant as indi cated by 
Table II 
Influence of Washing on Ghost Inorganic Phosphorus 
-----------------7------;----------------T------------~~ 1 
1 1 Inorg. Phos. ' Total Phos. 1 
' Ghosts 'Volume' mgm./2 mls. ' mgm./2 mls. ' ml 1 Packed Red ' Packed Red 
1 s • Cells ' Cells r I I 
- - --------------~------r-------------- --~-------------~ I I I After 1 Wash 
i emolyza te"''" 13 .197 
Wash 1 ~ 1 .03 
-;; 'H~ Gh ost ' 1.5~· ' .024 .163 
, Tota l Inorg.P.' 1 .251 , , 
----------------~------~------------------------------
' 4 I I After Washes 1 
Hemolyzate"''" 1 13 .197 
Wash I 5 .025 
u II 5 .0137 
u III 5 ' Not Detectable 
If IV I 5 .)•v " I If II 1 : I 
Ghosts 1 1.~~.,, .0072 1 .106 
1 Tot a l Inorg.P. 1 1 .243 1 1 ------------T--~------+------------------------------1 .. I 1 
1 Whole Blood 1 100 6.53 1 33.1 
Erythrocytes 1 2 .236 1 1.39 
1 1 I 
---------------·---------------------------------------
Volumes us1~d for 2 mls. packed red cells 
Ghost3 obta:tned from 2 mls. packed red cells 
Ghos t3 obtalned after 4 washj.ngs 
'·r.hol e b l ood. d ta expres s ed as mgm .. P . / 100 mls . W. B. 
6. 
its absence in succeedine washes. The total inorgani c 
phosphorus quantitated in the two preparations is g reater 
than that from 2 mls. of packed erythrocytes. As 
previously propose~hemolysis of the red blood cell 
p robably causes hydrolysis of some phos phate esters result-
ing in_a high inorganic phos phorus level. Since 
p: osphorus analysis on whole blood and ghosts were done 
'simultaneously, the phosphorus fractionation represents 
a two day old ACD stored blood. 
After four washing s a loss of ghost volume 
is noted. Since all washin~s were isotonic, the loss of 
volume may 1ndicate lo s s of ghosts during manipulation 
or a change in ghost volume by a loss of some particulate 
content . 
?. 
Effect of Adenosine on the Phosphorus Fractions of Whole 
Blood 
The effect of adenosine on the regeneration of 
ph osphorylated intermediates of whole blood was studied. 
'Whole blood was separated into four boats, two of which 
had added adenosine while all four were fortified with 
phosphate buffer . and glucose. The whole blood mixtures 
were e~1ilibrated for five hours at 37° c. under 80% o2 , 
20% c·CQ. The effect of temperature on phosphate uptake 
is a ppreciable (16,29,32) and equilibration for all 
future experiment~! was at 3 70 C. 
After five hours several chang es are noted in 
the phosphorus fractions as g iven in Table III. The 
disappearance of plasma and whole blood inorganic 
phosphorus and a corresponding increase in the organic 
ester ph osphorus fraction has been s hown in the presence 
of adenosine.The net ester phosphorus increase is twice 
that of the inorganic phosphorus decre a se. The influence 
of adenosine is in a g reement with Gabrio(2'4)who found 
that adenosine stimulates the formation of ATP, hexose 
phosphate, and 2,3, diphos phoglycerate. 
In the control boat, without adenosine, the 
ester fraction loses . phosphorus to the inorg anic pool, 
the net changes of both being relatively comparable.This 
effect is indicative of pH values below 7.3 where 
Table III 
Phosphorus Fractionation of Wbole Blood Equilibrated with Adenosine 
------------,-----T---r----------------------------r---------------------------------~----
1 -'to 'T'"i me I I I Experiment''- - 1 1Whole Blood mgm. 100 ml. W.B.J .Plasma mgm. 100 ml. W.B. 
I ' in IPH ~---------,---------,--------,- - · -------~----------r---------------~ 1 -----------~=~~~~~---~~~~:~:_::~~~~~~-~~~~!~~~!-~!~-!~~~8!~!-:~~~~E-~!::~-!~~~!-~! ______ : 
I . , _ , _ _ I 0 17, } 1 8.57 I 10.22 I 25.58 I 6.07 I .220 I 19.50 
auenos~ne 1 1 1 
1
-5----L.;Q.z. 3.55 1 22.01 1 25.58 1 2.28 1 .400 1 19.50 
t::. Phos I ' I ' I 8 0 
-5.02 1 +11.79 f 1 -3.79 1 +.1 1 
I . t I 
,-----------~-------------------1---------l--------~----------l----------l---------------, 
I • • 1 l I 
0 '7.1 1 11.30 
I I 
14.15 I 25.58 8.32 17.75 
1 Control 
5 f7,0t 16.67 I 9.31 l 25.58 I 10.02 I - - l 17.75 
f ---------- I I I f I I I l 
' 1 A Ph os.1 •5.37 1 -4.84 1 1 +1.70 ' 1 1 
~ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ' 
-l~ Whole blood was fortified with phos ph a te buffer and g l u cose. 
Hematocrit = 30.9 
~H~ Ester P. = Total Acid Sol. P.- Inorganic P. 
OJ 
• 
hydrolysis of phosphate este~s is favored contributing 
to a high inorganic phosphorus level. 
\¥hole Blood Adenosine Equilibration Under Nitrogen and I . 
_Oxygen Atmosphere 
Four boats of fresh ACD VVhole blood were 
equilibrated with adenosine under two different atmos-
pheres. Two boats were continually gas sed . for five hours 
with an 80% 02, 20% C02 mixture and ttwo boats with an 
80% N2 , 201b C02 • 
The complete phosphorus fractionation after 
five hours is presented in Table IV. Analysis are listed 
as four fractions: inorganic P.; the phosphorus fraction 
largely d e rived from ATP, released aft_er 7 min. hydrolysis; 
the phosphorus fraetion largely derived from adenylic 
acid and hexose phos phates, released after 100 min. hydroly sis; 
the phosphorus fraetion largely derived from diphos pho-
g l y ceric acid deteJ?mined by total acid soluble phosphorus 
less the other fraetions. 
Under the t;wo conditions no · substantial diff-
erence is noticed :Ln any of the phosphorus fractions. 
Using the same gas mixtures Gourley ( 29) found no chano-e 
in the p3 2 uptake by whole oells and likewise Mueller and 
Hastings ( 49 ) shov1ed the same relative specific activity 
Table fv 
Ph os phorus Fractionation o f Vfu.ole Blood Equilibrated under Oxy~en and Ni trogen Atmosphere 
----r-------------------------------------------------------------------------1 ~ ---------- - . ' ' WHOLE BLOOD , 
' r '--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I I Ti I ' ' I 1Experimental , me 1 1 Plasma 1Cell Phosphorus Frac tions mgms. 100 ml. W.B. 1 ..l'- in pH 
Conditions " ' Hours r 
'· 
1~--------------~------T----------T----------r ------T----------~ 
1Inorg.P. rinorg., AP.after 1 AP.after 1 Non- 1 Total 1 
rmgm./lOOml.W.B.' P. r7 min. 1 100 min. ,Hydrr l"" Ac:Ld 
1 . ' · r 1 ' 1 Hydrolysis 1 Hydrolys i s1yzable1Soluble 1 i---------------~------~---T---------------r------t----------r----------7------,--- -------, 
1 8o%o2~2o%co 2 ; 1 ' 1 
I 5 1 6 . s t 3.16 I 1.74 I 
1 He t. = 36.6 1 I -( 1 
4.21 1.81 111.17 I 
I I 
22.09 
I 
1---------------+------+---+--------------- ,- -----~----------~~---------~--~---+----------l 
I 80%l'J2+20%C02 I I I I . I I I I f 
I . I 5 16.771 3.10 I 1.80 I 4.30 I 1.96 111.40 I 22.56 
I Hot • = 37 • 2 I I ' I ' I ' ' ' 
' . ' I ' ' r r t ' -------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------
-:~ Whole blood mixture consisted of adenosine , phosphate buffer, and 
g lucose. 
~ 
0 
• 
curves for cell phosphate frac ·ci ons. Under their 
conditions, howev er, pH was maintained above 7.3. 
All future e quilibra tions were done under a 
95% 0 2 , 5% co2 gas mixture. 
11. 
Time Course Removal of Inorganic Phosphorus fr.om the 
Whole Blood Plasma Eauilibrated with Adenosine and P-32 
Fresh ACD whole blood with white cells removed 
wa s incubated with adenosine, glucose and r a dioactive 
P-32 for five hours at 370 under 9.5~b 0 2 , 5% C02• 
During incubation several chang es were noted as 
seen in Table V. Ana l y sis of the radioactivity o f the 
p lasma showed a prog ressive fall in cou nts per minute in 
both the adenosine a nd control whole blood. Adenosine like-
wise initiated the removal of untagged inorganic 
phosphorus fr om the plasma while no s ubstantial change 
is noticed in the p lasma inorganic phdsphorus without 
adenosine. The hematocrits were constant for the 
dura tion of the experiment and the pH s hifted slightly 
toward the acid side. 
The time course disappearance of inorganic 
phosphorus from the plasma is plotted in Graph I. At 
Table V 
Plasma Inorganic Phos ph orus of Whole Blood Incubated with Adenosine and P-32 
~----------,-----~- -· ~ r--------- ------------------------------ - -- -- ----- ---- -- - -- ---- - ---
'E nf,Time ' ' PLASMA . ' 
xperime in 1pH ,----------------r--------------r---------------r-----------------~ 1 :Hours' 1Inorg. P. 1 Inorg . P. , Radioactivity ,Relative Specifier ~----------!-----~---!~~~:~:~~~::~:~:-:,~~~:~~::::~~~~:_::~:{~:~:{~::_:~E~~i;t~~L~~~!-~!: 
r I I f I 
0 17.21 6.80 I .126 I u853.9 I 3.8t; X 1044 
1 f I 5.61 I .104 I 4131.3 I 3.97 X lQ 
'Adenosine 1 2 ' 1 1 . r 1 3 I f 3.74 I .069 f 2938.4 1 4.23 X 1044 4 I I 3o3U I .062 I 2730.3 I 4.41 X 10 
5 17.1 1 2.16 1 .040 I 1735•3 1 4.34 X 104 
: ----------:--~--:;:;:-----l:~~-------:----:~~i------:---~~~~:~------:---~:~~-~-~g~---- : 
1 1 2 1 1 6.83 1 e117 f 3267.ft f 2.78 X 10fr I 
f Control I ,3 I I 7.15 I .12,3 I 3359.5 I 2.72 X 104 I 
4 f f 7.20 1 .124 f 2879.1 I 2.32 X 104 
5 1 7el 1 7.25 I .125 f 2334•3 I 1.86 X 104 
I I f I I I I 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~~ Wbole blood mixture consisted of adenosine, radioactive P-32, and glucos e 
The hematocrit was 46.2 for adenosine blood and 42.0 for control blood . 
f-1 
1\) 
• 
five hours the uptake of h osphorus with adenosine is main-
tained. 
The progressive change in counts per minute is 
an indication of the rate at which the p3 2 of the plasma 
entered the cells and was replaced by the cellular 
inorganic phosphorus which entered the plasma. During 
the initial moments the cells contained negligible 
radioactivity and the fall in counts represent the 
amount of phosphoi~us incorporated into the red cells. 
With adenosine an influx of untagged inorganic phosphorus 
f ollows the p3 2 incorporation into the cells. 
The plot of the rela tive specific activity of the 
p lasma is g iven in Graph II : • The influence of adenosine 
on the B.S.A. level indicates tha t the net phosphate 
movement was influx with no eff'lux of' cellular inorganic 
phosphorus. The control curve (without adenosine) suggests 
that cellular inorganic efflux exceeds radioactive p32 
influx. · This phenomena is explained by the increased 
cellular inorganic phosphorus levels resulting from 
hydrolysis of' phosphate esters within the cell. 
Graph I 
Effect of Adenosine on the Uptake of Inorganic Phosphorus 
from the Plasma of Vfuole Blood 
Plasma I norg anic 
Phos. 
mgms./100 mls. 
VI/hole Blood 
Legend 
~ Adenosine Whole Blood 
0 Control Whole Blood 
Time in Hours 
Graph II 
Relative Specific Activity of Plasma Inorganic Phos phate 
of Adenosine Treated VVhole Blood 
3 X :L04 
Relative Specific 
Activity 
cts . / min./mgm.P. 
2 ~ 104 
() 
0 
Legend 
Plasma R.S.A., Adenosine 
.II II Control , 
16. 
Ef'fect of Adenosine on Phosphorus Fract:Lons of' Synthetic 
Ghost Blood 
A preliminary experiment studying the influence 
of adenosine on ghost phosphorus metabolism revealed that 
the ghosts converted. significant quantities of inorganic 
phosphorus to cellular acid soluble organic phosphorus. 
A complete experiment is summarized in Table VI. 
Ghosts were prepared on a f'resh heparinized 
blood by the macro method and when reconstituted with 
plasma were countable in the hemacytometer (range 
2-5 mi llion/rnrn.3) .. In order to maintain a high intra-
cellular potassiiDl level,hemolysis of ghosts in two 
experiments was rE3Versed with KCl. While the resulting 
p otassitim level was lower than that of the intact cell, 
it was noticeably higher than ghosts reversed with NaCl. 
The ghost blood suspension was fortified with various 
co-f'actors and equilibrated for f'ive hours at 37°C 
under 95% 02, 5% C02• , 
The influence of adenosine to stimula te production 
of ghost ester phosphorus is similar to whole blood . 
Several diff'erences in the ~ffect were noticed with var-
ious environmental conditions. In two different 
experiments of a ghost suspension, 11 reversed hemolysis" 
with NaCl, the net phosphate change is coincident f'or 
Tab l e VI 
Phos phorus Fractionation of Ghost Blood Equilibrated with 
Adenosine 
~ -------------- ;J3iiii;;~ -~ -~---,r~~~.~;~i~-;;;~;~---- r~-ic1-s ----- ----~r-:r---; 
1 Cof a ctor s* 1Ghosts 1T1me 1 --- - ~---i----- -- -- - ~~ .Q ____ Q!~-~§tgr_fbQ~L 
Added 1per m13 r in 1mgmjml. 1 A p 9 1mgm.jml. : A p 
1 
IOf Gh ost tiiou rsiGhost lugm./10 ' Ghost ugm./109 
rBlood I IBlood Ghosts I Blood : Ghosts 
, -- --- - -- -- ----,--------~--- --~--------1------ ~ 
1 1 1 0 1 .0678 I Decre;;;-~--:oi63--~i~~;~~~~--
1l) Adenosine , 2.3L~ 1 2t 1 .oJ-1.00 1 14 4 1 .o46o 1 1 1 1 5 I • 0 3 41 I 0 I 0 0 519 I 15 • 2 I ---- -- - -- - - ---~ ------·--------,--------,--------------------~---------- ' 1 0 0 805 I 
1 . l 1 • r Decrease 1 .0120 ' r ' 12) Aden osine 3.26 1 22 
1 
.05,35 1 l .0390 , ncrease , :- - -- --- ------- ~- ---- -· - - ~- -2--~-!2~~2--+--~±:~----~--~Q22Q __ +---!~~~--- ' 
I 0 I • 0650 I I 0 (, 7 5 I 
:3 ) Aden osine , 3.50 1 2t 1 .OK80 , D.ecrease , : o~f5 ;Increase 1 · ----~~~~~~~---~-------- --~--~ -=~-~~--~--!g!~----~--!Q~gz--~----z!g ___ ; 
. l I • 795 I I I .0129 I 
r4 ) Gl u cose 1 3 .6EI 1 22 .0850 ncrease 0085 ,Decreas e : - - -- - ------ ---~ ------·--~--Z--~-!2~22--~--1!~2----~--:QQ)~--T---=:~~---~ 
1 I 0 I .0468 I I .0392 1 
: 5 ) Noth ing 1 2.39 1 2-! 1 .0760 1 Increase 1 .. 0191 ;Decrease 1 ~--- -~~~~~--- -- l - - -- - - - -l - -~ - - !_:~7~~-- ~- -l~~g- · · - - ~--!Q!J! __ l __ _ lQ~2 ___ ; 
f I I 
I I I 0 I .0725 I I .026 I I 
:6 ) Ad enos i ne ; 4.5~. ; 2-! ' .04,33 ' DBc4rease I .058~ I I n crease ' 
1 Glucose 5 1 .0340 1 • 3 1 .0701 ; 9 .59 
1 
-- - ---- ---- ---~------·--l--------------------------------------- --- ----1 I 1 1 I I I I I 
I 0 I .08 70 I I .010 7 
7) Gl u cose 1 5 .6~. 1 2t -- Decrease -- · 1 Increase 1 I 1 1 5 I . 84 I 3 9 I I I ~--------- -- - - -• ---- - ---~-----L-~~--~--l---: ______ ! __ !Q~~Z--1---~:~~---~ 
. 0 I .1280 
1 8 ) Plasma r 2t 11 .1280 No 1 r 
Adenosine ' 5 .1280 1 Chan g e 1 1 --------------1--------~--- _:_ I ; I ' 
- - --------~- ----------------~------------~ ->~ All boats were composed of ghost blood a nd added phosphate 
buffer except No.8 wh ich was a plasma control. NaCl was used 
t o reverse hemolysis in experiments Nos.l-5, KCl was used in 
Nos. 6-7 • 
. ->H~Acid Sol Ester P.= Total acid sol-· P. - Inorg anic P. 
both inorganic and ester phosphorus and is greater than 
that which occu rred with added glucose. It appears 
that glucose has a retarding influence on the synthesis 
of' ahost ester phos phorus. The adenosine ghost. system 
18. 
of "KCl reversed ghosts'' does not seem to be as efficient 
for ester phosphorus synthesis. 
Ghosts deprived of adenosine , but with added 
glucose failed to initiate esterification but conversely 
a sparing effect was noticed. Only a slight breakdown of 
phosphate esters occurred as compared to g hosts devoid 
of any co-factor. 1ro explore a hypothet.ical possibility, 
p lasma without ghosts was equilibrated with adenosine and 
as expected showed no chang e of inorganic phosphate. 
Supplementary information~~ revealed evidence 
that ghosts produced significant amounts of lactic acid 
and utilized ribose, although both were notably less 
than that of the intact red cell. 
An identical equilibration of 3hosts used adenine 
and ribose as a possible substitute for adenosine to 
stimulate phosphate esterification. Although adenine and 
ribose were known to have limited a b ility to synthesize 
whole blood acid soluble ester phosphorqs ( 24. ~ its use 
was without effect on _:,hosts. 
* Courtesy of Mr • Searle Reis; Harvard Medical School 
Results of Gabrio's findings ( 24) restrict the 
effect of adenine to fresh cells since after a week's 
storage the cells were unable to utilize it for 
phos phorus esterification. 
The influence of adenosine on the time course 
removal of inorganic phosphate from the plasma of ghost 
blood . has been followed. Results of a typical ghost 
blood equilibration are presented in Table VII and 
the corresponding eurves plotte.d in Graph III. Although 
not recorded the pH of all boats was below 7.3 and the 
individual variation was close enough such that 
comparison could be made. The major gross difference 
noticed is between the curves of ghosts "reversed " 
with KCl and NaCl without adenosine. ;rhis would suggest 
that the use of KCl to restore the ghosts to isotonicity 
slightly improves t;heir ph osphorylating ability. With 
adenosine, however ., ghosts "reversed" with NaCl e:xhibi ted 
a greater phosphate uptake .over the fi~e . hou~ - ~sriod. 
Table VII 
'I1ime Course Change of Inorganic Phos phorus from Ghost Blood Plasma 
------~----- - --r---i~i-----i----------~i--------r----------i---~----; 
•Experiment* · t Ad . r KCl r KCl r NaCl , Na~l 1 ~------------ - -+---~~~~~~~- + -4g~gQ~tn~-~Qgutr9l-tAdeoosine_~QQotrQl_+ 
r Billion Ghosts r ' ' , 1 r 
rper ml3 of I l.l.j2 I 3 .84 ' 1.59 ' 1.42 ' 1.43 ' 1Ghost Blood 1 1 1 1 r 
r --------------L-----------L-----------1--------L----------L--------~ 
; Time in Hours : Inorganic Phosphorus Chang~~:- ugm ./109 Ghosts . 1 
, --------------~---------- ------ ----- --- ----- -- --------- --------- ---~ 
1. I I ' I ' :------!-------~--=~~Qb--------==------~-=3~1i __ : __ =~~Ql ___ T--=~£L2-1 I I . I 
' ______ ! __ _____ ,.1 __ :2!~2----~--:2!~~---- 1'_:2:9~--r'--=~!2~---: __ ::ZQ __ , I f I I 
I 1} I -9.87 I - 4.95 I -6.29 I - 6 .35 I 0 I 
,--------------,.-----------r-----------r--------r----------~--------' 
; ______ g _______ ~--=~~!g2 ___ ~ __ :7!22 ____ ~_:2!II __ ~ --=l5~5--- ~--t~~§2_: 
I 3 I -16.2 I - 8 .. 6 I - 6 .29 I -16. 9 I +6.29 I 
1 --------- -----+-----------+-----------~--------+----------~--------r 
4 I I I I 1 I I _g e45 I . -9.39 1 -8.18 I -21.1 1 1"6.29 1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
* Hemolysis of Dells was restored to iso tonicity using KCl or NaCl. 
The ~host blood sus pens i on was f ortified with phosphate buffer . 
~* Neg ~ive values indicate disappearance of p lasma inor ganic 
phobphorus . 
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22. 
The indica tlon of a stimulated synthesis of ghost . 
a cid soluble ester ph6s ~horus b y the influence of ade~os~ne 
has been studied. The time course ch anc e of the ester 
uh osphorus frac tion and the decrease of the inorganic 
phos phorus -a oo l has b ee n fo 1·1o·wed. 
As a ·o ossible stimulus t o lactic acid production, 
lactic acid dehydrogenase was added to a ghost blood 
exp eriment. Vfui le the p resence of the enzyme ms shown 
only a slight effect on l a ctic a cid production~~ it has 
likewise a minor influence on ghost phos phorus metabolism. 
The date. are p resented in T- ble VIII and the p lotted 
v a lues shown in Graph IV . At five hours t h e net phosphate 
esterified in the two exp eriments are relatively 
coinci dent and the difference is within the error of 
t h e de termination . There seems to be a d irect correlation 
e x isting between the ester phos ph orus p roduced and the 
di sappearance of inorganic ~osphorus. T~is suggests 
that the esterification mechanism of t h e gh ost a~pears 
to be as efficient as that of the intact erythrocyte . 
~~ Courtesy of' Mr. Searle Reis ; Harvard Medical School 
Table VIII 
Effect of Adenos ine on the Acid Soluble Phos ph orus Frac tion of Ghost Blood 
1----------- - ~---------r---r--- - --r---------------------------------------------; 
I ·~ I ~~~!~~n I _ :Time I --- - ---------- --g~~~~-~!~~~- --- - ------ - - ----- I 
'Experiment ">• 1 3 1 pH in 1 ' 
. ' - '~~r ~1 • 1 ' Hours 1 Inorganic Phos • 1 Acid Sol. 
' os ' ' 'Au s P/109 Ghos t s I Ester Phos • 
,Blood 1 1 1 .gm • 1 AUgms .P/109Ghosts 
' ------------4 ---------~---~------~ - --- - - ----------------~----------------------l 
I I ! I I I 
,Adenosine 1 4.53 ,7.31 1 1 -2.65 1 "'2.65 
, Lactic 1 , 1 2 , -2.21 1 "'1.77 
, Acid 1 1 , ) 1 -6.18 1 +5.52 1 
1 Dehydrog . 1 1 1 4 1 -7.06 1 +~. 9g · 
f 1 1 f 5 t ~9 • 06 I + Q .1 
~~-----------~---------T---T------ + --- -------------------~----------------------1 
I 
., Adenosine 1 3.89 1 7.7 1 1 ~ .::.1.56 ' .,. 1 .56 1 
1 I I I 2 I -3.13 I ""3 .13 
) I -3.13 I --
\ . ' I I I 4 I -10.02 I . +5.46 . : 
I I I I 5 I =1-Q.!Qg ___________ ,!. ______ ~§.:.Ll-----------T 
,------------1"--------------------------
;;. Ghost blood suspension had added phos phate buffer and g l u c ose . 
Ghosts were 11reversed 11 with NaCl . 
1\) 
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Graph IV 
Influence of Adenosine on Acl·d Soluble Ester Phosphorus of 
Ghos t Blood 
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To appreciate the effect o f adenosine on the regen-
era tion of phos phate esters, its influence on the rate 
of phosphorus transfer from the plasma to the ghosts 
has been made . 
Radioactive p3 2 was added to a t ypical ghost blood 
eQuilibration with adenosine and the uptake of p32 
was followed as an index of the rate at which Dlasma 
phos phor us entered the r:::hosts. The data of the four 
h our j_ncuba.tion are presented in Table IX • 'rhe 
di sappearanc e of counts p er minute from the plasma is 
p lo t ted in GraDh '! and the calculated re lative s pecific 
a ctiviti es a re p lotted in Gr aph VI . 
Ana l y sis of t h e p lasma phosp~1orus during incubation 
reveal a proc;ressjve fall of l-'32 (cts./min.) a n d inorganic 
hos~hate while adenosine appears to have increased the 
ma gnitude of the same . As with whole blood t h e pro .~ressi ve 
chang e of counts per minute is an j_n dica tion o f t l"le pa te 
a t wr.i ch p l asr:1a phosi,:1rlOrL.ls e ntered the s:::;hos ts a n d wa s 
r eolgced by cel l ular inor g a n ic phos phorus . The intact 
erythrocyte contains a h i ?;her intracellu lar p'lJ.osphorus 
than th e pos t-he~olyt ic cell. A slight up take of p lasma 
untagged inorga~ic phos phorus without adenosine sugg ests 
a diffusion existing between the hi£;he r extracellu lar 
phosphate gnd the low intracellu lar ghost phosphorus. 
.Table I X 
'""ffe c t of Adenosine on the Rate of P l a s ma Phos phorus Entry in t o the Gh ost 
{------------~-------~------ -
·;· ' Billion 1 1 -----------------------------------.-------, - - -----:;.--~-
P • t" Gb t Ti ' Ghost Plasma m t\Yr-1 .._,xperllnen ~r ' _os s 1 me 1 ----------,- -------------r-----------------J. ug .r.' 
•per ml~r in 1Inorg . P . 1 t P.e1. Spec. Act. 1 per h9. 1 
'Ghost •Hou rs 1 mgm./ml. ,cts./min./ml. •cts./mln./mgm.P. 1per 10 ' 
1 
'Blood 1 1 1 1 •Ghosts 1 
~------------~-------~--------------------- - --- - ------------------------,---------, I I I 3 
1 
1Adenosine 
0 1 .0635 1 523 .3 1 8 .25 X 103 1 1 . 0603 1 3U-9 . 6 1 5.7 9 X 10 
3 • 25 I 2 1 -- I 260 • 3 . 
J I ~ 0415 1 238 . 5 1 5 .74 X 1 0~ 
4 ! ,04.13 I 237 .. 3 1 5 . 73 X 10 1 
. I I I ! I 
7 . 02 
1 --- - --------~-------~--------------------------------------------------~---------r 
I 1 I 
I Contr o l 
1 3 . 68 
0 
1 
2 
~ 
. 0778 1 328 . 9 1 4 . 23 X 103 
. 0782 t 321 . 6 1 4 . 12 X 10j 
. 0760 1 316 .3 ! 4 .16 X 103 
.. 0863 ! 367 . 6 I 4. 26 II. lO 
. 0735 t 289 ,.6 I 3 . 94 X 103 
f r I I' 1 1 
.L~l7 
I I 
1 1 . I I ' I I 
------------------------ ----·- ----------- ------- ------ ·----- ------ ------------- ----1 . 
* The r~host b lood Ruspe ns ion was fortif i ed wi th .s lucose , phos phorus 
buffer and radioactive P-32. Hemo l ys i s of ce lls was revers e d wi th NaC1. 
~H~ Hate ph os ph orus trans f er from p l asma t o ghos t s $ 
1\) 
{)\ 
t 
Likewise "lurin~ the ini tia l moments the [5hosts contained 
n e g ligible radioactivity and the fa ll in counts p er 
!·ainute wa.'3 proportional to the . amount of phos phorus v,rhich 
had b e e n i n c orp orated into t h e cell. 
The horizonta l relat i v e spe cific ac tivity curves 
indicate the ~ovement of p las~a phosphorus is net 
influx . Thi s is in contrast to whole b lood equilibrated 
wi t hout adenosine where a net eff lux of intracellul r 
phos phoru s excee ds the influx of p lasma phos phorus. 
The influence of adenosine increases both the influx 
of p32 and untagged inor ganic phos phorus. 
The calcula tion of the rate ·of plasma phosphorus 
entry into the ghosts is similar to that g iven by Mueller 
and · Hastings· (48 ) for phosphate transport into the intact 
erythrocyte. Formulas used for calcula tiom areas follow~. • 
The slop e of the radioactivity curves are g iven as, 
m = C0 - Ct/min./ml. 
t 
where m is the slope, C0 and Ct are t wo values of counts per 
minute and t as the time difference in hours. Since the 
relative specific activity curves ind icate ph os ph orus 
transp ort to be a influx mechanism the rate calculation 
is made on the basis that egress of cellular phos phorus 
28. 
Graph V 
Disappearance of p32 from Plasma of Ghost Blood 
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Graph VI 
Relative Sp ecific Activity of Ghost Blood Plasma in the 
Presence of Adenosine 
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0 Control 
2 3 4 
Ti me in Hours 
is neg li s i b l e . 
formula, 
R ::;;: 
R 
= 
30. 
'11he r a te ( R) is determined b~r the follmvin~ 
cts./min ./ml. 
t 
• t .S.A. J -1 
c ts. / r.11 in. / ml. 1 
• 
t cts .j"!ll j_n ./mmn.P ./rnl. 
R - mgm.P./hr./ml. 
d iv iding by the ghost count (billion ghosts/ml~ ), the 
rate of phos phorus transfer from the plasma to the ghosts 
is g iven as 
' 
mgm . P ./hr./109 Ghosts 
Glucose, Lactic Acid, Ribose, and Potassium~:-
To evaluate experimental data in terms of gh ost 
viability, certain metaboli c aspects of the erythrocyte were 
followed in the ghost s y stem.In a typical ghost blood 
e quilibration the ghos ts were shown to have utilized glucose 
and ribose and produced l ac tic acid. Although the amounts 
were considerably lower than that of the intact erythro-
cyte, they are indicative of a p ossible ghost g l ycolysis. 
Reversal of ghost hemolyzate with KCl showed a higher intra-
cellular p otassium level as compared with ghosts 11reversed 
with NaCl. 
* Courtesy of Mr. Searle Reis; Harvard Medical School 
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DISCUSSION 
It is now widely appreciated that the metabolic 
si~nificance of phosphorus derives from its participation 
0 - - . 
in esterification reactions which may be used for the 
synthesis of cellular components. 
The evidence presented for the esterification of 
inorganic phosphorus by erythrocyte ghosts is a criteria 
for evalua ting their fLmctional similarity to the intact 
cell. The technique of hemolyzing cells with distilled 
water and returning the suspension to isotonicity has 
evolved a ghost p reparation exhibiting an indicated 
metabolic activity. Ghosts had previously bee~ regarded 
as metabolically inert and most methods for their prepa r-
ation were devised to stu dy their gross physical nature. 
Vfuile the few observations for post-hemolytic activity 
are g ra tifying they are limited in the sense that they 
were done on stroma rather than ghost · cells,2,5'0). The 
erythrocyte ultrastructures isolated in this work retained 
the size and the discoidal shape but the loss of 
the cell particulate content made them different. Due 
to their "light fluffy nature", it was impossible to 
sediment the ghosts from the p lasma to obtain hematocrits. 
VVhi le the ghosts retained some inorganic and ester 
phosphorus, isotonic saline washings caused the further 
dep letion o f inorganic phosphorus to a constant level. 
As a result a more well defined ghost preparation for 
e quilibrat i on studies received two washes. 
I n g eneral experiments with whole blood and 
adenosine have served to further support Gabrio's (24) 
find ing s for the reg eneration of erythrocy te acid 
32. 
soluble org anic phosphorus. The connecting link between 
metabolism and phos phorus transfer involves the presence 
on t he cell surfact of enzymes necessary for the process. 
A p ossible conclusion following from the date is tha t t h e 
cond itions necessary for phos phate esterification in the 
i ntact erythrocy te coexist in the p ost-hemolytic 
ce l l. Pr esumably then the enzymes requisite for this 
process are either adsorb ed on or are a part o f the 
ghost. 
In c ontrast to the beh avior of the re d cell, 
t h e ghost wi thou t adenosine has the ability to maintain 
net phospha t e transport as an influx mechanism with no 
efflux of intra ce l lular phosphorus indi c a ted, wh ile the 
p resence of aden osine magnifies this effect. 
Two me ch ani sms exist to explain h ow e x ternally 
p l a ced inorganic phosph a te enters the cells. One is based 
on t h e notion that inorganic phos phate enters by diffusion 
a nd mi x es with t h e intracel lular phosphorus. The other 
33. 
pre supposes the entry involves esterification at the cell 
interface. Intra cellula r inorganic phosphate would then 
arise primarily f rom the breakdown of org anic phos phoru s 
es t ers. I n general experiments with the ghost adenosine 
s ys tem supp or t the concept that phosphorus transp ort 
from p lasma to t he ghosts involves a mech anism other than 
simp l e di ffusion. The d isappearance of p lasma i-norganic 
phosphoru s is shown to be simultane ous with the increasing 
org anic ester phos phorus,and no increased intra-
cellu lar inorganic phos phorus wa s not i ced. The 
hyp othesis that phosphate uptake is a chemical process 
rather than a hysical has received considera ble supp ort 
(26 ,27,28 ,29,32,36,64). If, however, the supposition is 
accepted that the ghost is metabolically inert, the uptake 
of P-32 in the absence of adenosine mig ht; be explained 
a s a simp le diffusion, where the intracellular ghost 
phosphate is much less than the external p lasma inorganic 
phosphorus. 
Phosphate uptake by erythrocytes appeared to have 
depended upon the t yp e of metabolism predominant in the 
cell. The human ery throcyte is g enerally believed to 
obtain its energy from g l u cose (31) a nd Bartlett and 
1viarlow (5) have found almost the same e qu ivalent of phos-
phorus enters the cells as the g lucose use d . The 
34. 
esterification of ghost inorganic phosphorus with adenosine, 
however, occurred independent of the p resence of g lucose. 
Although the ghost system has tilized g lucose and produc-
ed lactic acid in amounts which woul d suggest a possible 
"ghost g lycoly sis",the quantities of both were not 
sufficient to account for t h e phos ph a te esterifiQd, 
Presuming a p otential g l ycol ys is in the p ost-hemolytic 
cell would oppose previous observations which indicate 
t h ere is no g lycolysis in the ghost as a result of 
h emolysis (47) . 
Gabrio (24) found that the intact cell is nec-
essary for appreciable reg enera tion of ester phosphorus 
and Clarkson a nd Maizells (ll) have proposed that 
phos phory lation occurs within the substance of the intact 
e ry t h rocy te. In the light of the present findings it is 
concluded that the ghost is capable of phos phorylation 
and more dramatic t hat this process is noticeable at 
pH levels c onducive to phosphorus ester hydr0lys is. 
~i th the loss of the buffering capac ity of hemo3lob in 
and the fact that a low pH was maintained in preparing 
ghosts, it was difficult to ke ep the gh ost blood suspension 
alkaline during e quilibra tion. 
The use of KCl to restore the isotonicity of 
the ghost hemolyzate proved to be misleading . A direct 
correlation exists between the c onversation of h i g h energy 
35. 
phos phate and intracellular p otassium levels and the 
ma i ntainence of viability of the intact erythrocyte (61). 
Vlithout adenosine, "KCl reversed ghosts" exhibited a 
slight up take of phos phorus wh ich indicate a preserving 
effect on ghost ph os phate esters; with adenosine,they 
are not as efficient in phos phate esterification as 
11 NaCl reversed ghosts". 
CONCLUSIONS 
l. Erythrocyte ghosts are prepared in an 
B O~b yi eld by a method of osmotic. hemoly sis to show 
the 8 ross physical features and some of the functional 
characteristics of the intact ce ll. 
2 . TI~e acid solub le or~anic phosphorus 
c omoounds of whole b lood can be s ynthesi.zed in vitro 
by the influence of adenosine. 
3 · The ghost cell with adenosine appears 
to be as efficient as the intact cell for the ester-
ification of inorganic phos phorus, and this mechanism 
is ind ependent of the energy derived from g lucose. 
36. 
4. Ghosts maintain phos pha te uptake as an 
influx mechanism as compa red to the whole cell where 
efflux exceeds influx. Adenosine increases the rate of 
pho s phate entry into the ghost . 
37. 
SUMl1ARY 
Erythrocyte ghosts were prepared by various 
methods to preserve the optimum morphological and functional 
characteristics of the intact cell. The ghosts obtained 
by a modification of the osmotic hemolysis technique were 
quantitated analytically for phosph orus as an index for 
continue d p ost-hemolytic activity. When resus p ended in 
p lasma, the ghosts were countable in the hemacytometer 
in the r a ng e 2-5 million ghosts/mm~ of ghost blood and 
retained the g ross physical characteristics of the 
ery t h rocyte,such as a discoidal shape. The phosphorus 
comp os ition of a typical ghost preparation revealed that 
hemoly sis of the cell depletes all phos phorus fractions 
and causes the breakdown of phosphate esters. The inorganic 
fr a ction is further depleted to a constant level after 
two isotonic saline washes. 
The influence of adenosine on the regeneration 
of phos ph a te esters in wh ole blood has been verified. 
By equilibrating whole blood with adenosine at 370 G. 
significant amounts of ester pho~phorus were synthesized. 
Fractionation of the whole blood total acid soluble 
phos phorus revealed that the esterification was not altered 
under a nitrog en atmosphere. Following the incorporation 
38. 
of radioactive P-32 into the erythrocyte net phos phate 
transport was influx in the presence of adenosine, while 
phosphorus eff lux exceeded influx in whole blood 
incubated without adenosine. 
A synthetic ghost blood preparat i on u sed for 
study consisted of p lasma and ghosts, which were prepared 
from 50 mls. of whole blood y ielding approximately 
20-25 mls. of packed ghosts. The influence of various 
environmental f a ctors were investigated to establish 
a functional relationship between the red cell and the 
gl ost. Adenos ine as a stimulant to phosphate esterification 
wa s added to ghost blood and ghosts were found to utilize 
inorganic phos phorus for the s ynthesis of phosphate esters 
in a pp reci ab le quantit ies. By comparison thi s effect was 
not a s marked in the presenc~ of g luc ose. Ghosts devoid 
of an- co-f c t or lost phos phorus from the ester fraction 
to t he i norg anic, while added p lucose a9pears to have 
s Dared t h e hydrolysis of the or g a nic bound phos phorus. 
Adenine anrl ribose failed to i nit iate esterification . 
In contrast t o whole blood, P-32 transfer from 
plas~a to the ghos t s indicates a ne t influx of p l a sma 
phos ph orus exists even i n the absence of adenos i n e, 
while its pres enc e increase s t he rate of phos phorus 
entr.r into the ghost . 
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